Chinese whistleblower reveals Hunter Biden "sex
tapes" contain video of Joe Biden's son sexually
ABUSING multiple under-age Chinese teens 18
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China has a plan to control the Democrat United States
President if Joe Biden wins
Why did Hunter Biden possess these child abuse sex tapes? And why did the
CCP send a copy to Nancy Pelosi and the DoJ? The entire thing is an Epsteinstyle operation that the CCP ran on Hunter Biden in order to control Joe Biden,
his father, should Joe win the presidency. It means the Biden administration is
already compromised via CCP blackmailrelated to these sex tapes (and who
knows what else). In essence, Joe Biden cannot be made President of the
United States because he is compromised by communist China due to the
actions of his son, Hunter. Biden must step down from being the DNC candidate,
and the FBI and DoJ must initiate criminal investigations into the Biden crime
family. Watch NaturalNews.com and Brighteon.socialfor more breaking news
throughout this weekend.“
We have exclusive breaking news that changes the trajectory of the upcoming
US election. Because we speak Mandarin Chinese, we have been able to hear
the correct Chinese description of what's on Hunter Biden's hard drives which
were turned over to the DoJ and Rudy Giuliani. It is from these hard drives that
the Hunter Biden emails were acquired by the NY Post in a recent bombshell
article by that publisher. Now, Natural News can exclusively reveal that the
Hunter Biden videos contain multiple videos that captured Hunter Biden
engaged in extreme sexual ABUSE of under-age Chinese teens, and that
there are multiple, different victims captured in the videos. (Natural News is
completely banned by Facebook and Twitter, just like the NY Post was banned,
because Big Tech censors independent journalists who criticize Democrats.) The
English translation of "Lude's Broadcast," shown in the video below, is not fully
correct, merely describing the videos as "sex tapes" and "pedo tapes." But at the
3:19 segment of the video shows below, Lude is actually using Chinese words
that describe "sexual abuse" depicted in the Hunter Biden videos. A few seconds
later, at the 3:32 mark, Lude describes the sex acts as "extreme abuse" of
children, if a correct English translation were to be quoted. This implies violence
and rape, and it confirms that the victims of the Hunter Biden sex acts were nonconsenting. In other words, the Hunter Biden hard drives are not merely about
sex. They are about violence and sexual abuse of minors. And the CCP has all
these videos (and more) which can be used as leverage against a Biden
presidency. This story has been breaking big on Brighteon.social which is a
popular new uncensored news feed, now with over 10,000 members and
growing by the hour:”
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